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Does he fail to respond to any advances that are made, keep
by himself, or stubbornly refuse to join in any activity?
2.	How does he behave when work is assigned to him?
Does he begin eagerly and work steadily at the task, master-
ing the difficulties as he meets them?
Does he soon become tired of trying to do it alone and come
to the teacher for help?
Does he fail to finish the job even when shown how to do it?
Does he say "I can't do it" before trying?
3.	How does he behave when he has made a mistake?
Does he acknowledge that it was his fault and ask how he
can correct it or prevent it from occurring again?
Does he blame the mistake on something or someone else?
Does he say, "Oh, it doesn't matter. Mary made a mistake,
too?"
Does he sit quietly doing nothing?
Does he cry when criticized?
4.	How does he behave in free play with a group of children?
Is he quarrelsome?
Does he play roughly—pushing, tripping, and kicking?
Is he selfish — always wanting to be "it," wanting to play
what he likes best, picking out the best equipment for
himself, unwilling to take turns?
Is he at ease in the group?
Is he considerate of the rights and feelings of others?
Is he kind to children or animals who are in trouble?
5.	How does he behave in class discussion?
Is he conceited, always wanting to perform, and thinking
what he does is admirable?
Is he self-confident and ready to contribute to the class dis-
cussion when occasion offers?
Can he express his ideas orally?
Is he timid, never volunteering to speak or take part unless
directly called on?
6.	How does he behave in study periods?
Does he waste time moving around or looking around?
Does he bother other children?
If you "give him an inch will he take a mile?" i.e., abuse
privileges?
Does he find something profitable to do when the teacher
is too busy to suggest new work?

